Genus Matucana

Matucana is a genus of cacti (family Cactaceae), containing approximately 20 species of
mostly globular plants. The genus is only known from Peru, mostly. The genus, Matucana is a
mountainous species from Peru that was first discovered as recently as There it grows at high
elevations of over 12, feet.
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Buy Genus Matucana on splitxscreens.com ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders.The genus
Matucana belongs to the Cactaceae tribe Trichoceteae subtribe Borzicactinae, and contains 19
species comprised of 27 taxa, including infraspecific.Bregman, R.: A note on the genus
Matucana (Cactaceae). - Willdenowia - ISSN. The name Matucana pujupatii is formed
based.An Introduction to the Genus Matucana (Continued) by Maurice Williams. 62 Bickerton
Avenue, Higher Bebington, Wirrai, Merseyside L63 5NB. Photos by the .Article: The Genus
Matucana. Biology and Systematics of Fascinating Peruvian Cacti by Rob Bregman. Add this
to your Mendeley library Report an error.The genus Matucana belongs to the family of
Cactaceae and is a native of Peru, particularly of the Andean city of Matucana, from which it
takes its name.The exquisite flowers and forms of the Peruvian cactus genera,
Matucana.Maurice Williams visits us to talk about the genus Matucana and there are not many
people with more knowledge of these plants than him.genus Matucana. Translate with.
google-logo. translator. This translation tool is powered by Google. FAO is not responsible for
the accuracy of translations.Sida, Contributions To Botany 18(4) The Genus Matucana.
Biology and Systematics of Fascinating Peruvian Cacti by Rob Bregman.An analysis of the
genus Matucana, a popular group of Peruvian cacti. The section on systematics emphasizes
seed morphology, because of its phylogenetic.The Peruvian genus Matucana (including the
former genera Submatucana and Eomatucana) represents a popular group of plants, of
which.An research of the genus Matucana, a well-liked crew of Peruvian cacti. The part on
systematics emphasizes seed morphology, due to its.Genus Matucana by Rob Bregman, , A.A.
Balkema edition, in English.Matucana is a genus of about 20 Peruvian cacti related to
Cleistocactus. They are generally spherical, although they tend to grow more columnar as they
age.
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